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A l f redo Romano (Syracuse, 1948). Lives and works in Syracuse, Italy. 
In 1986 he participated in the 42nd Venice Biennale and Giorgio Persano hosted his first personal exhibition in Turin. 
International exhibitions are the following: Galerìa Oliva Arauna - Madrid, Galerie Patricia Schwartz - Stuttgart, MAMAC 
Musée d'Art Contemporain - Nice, Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center - Athens, Centre d'Art Contemporaine de 
Montréal. Among his most recent shows we find: “Feritoie - Rammendi, L'eternità è il contrario dell'estinzione”, Eleusis; 
“Angelis suis mandavit de te”, Delphi; “Angelis suis mandavit de te”, Byzantine and Christian Museum, Athens; 
“Rammendi”, Istituto Italiano di Cultura, Athens. 
Romano's work comes from a creative path where the Mediterranean and the Byzantine culture together with the history 
of Sicily, his native land and place of historical and cultural stratifications, play a fundamental role. As Byzantine artists 
traced the dimension of mystery back to the divine, Romano proposes contemporary icons which open towards 
an inexpressible level and constitute the border between the visible and invisible world. These works are realized with 
the ancient technique of encaust, that comes from the Byzantines and consists in the combined use of wax and 
pigments. Their textures recall the interweaving and layering of cultures that developed in Sicily thanks to the 
Meditarranean sea, an environment familiar to the concept of limit, dialogue and plural identity. Despite their accurate 
elegance, Romano's works  aren't restricted to mere aesthetical pleasure but they express a moral stand, sending a 
message of solidarity to those  who live in sorrow.  
 
More info at https://www.giorgiopersano.org/en/artista/alfredo-romano/ 

 

 
 

 
A l f redo Romano 
Siracusa,  2006 
mixed media on canvas 
150 x 100 cm 

 

 
 

 
A l f redo Romano 
Siracusa,  2006 
mixed media on canvas 
100 x 80 cm 


